1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-17-03488}
===============

Perfectionism is a complex construct, with a multidimensional approach, which negatively affects people's daily lives due to the excessive demands that they assume to achieve perfection \[[@B1-ijerph-17-03488],[@B2-ijerph-17-03488]\]. There are controversies regarding the nature of perfectionism because some authors consider it an adaptive trait whereas others consider it a maladaptive trait \[[@B3-ijerph-17-03488],[@B4-ijerph-17-03488]\]. However, it is known as a personality trait with a mainly maladaptive nature for the majority of research studies due to its relation with psychopathological variables such as fatigue \[[@B2-ijerph-17-03488]\], stress \[[@B5-ijerph-17-03488]\], depression \[[@B6-ijerph-17-03488]\], neuroticism \[[@B7-ijerph-17-03488]\], fear of failure \[[@B8-ijerph-17-03488]\] and of humiliation and suicidal ideation \[[@B9-ijerph-17-03488]\], among others. Two decades ago, Flett, Hewitt, Blankstein and Gray \[[@B10-ijerph-17-03488]\] designed a new inventory (i.e., Perfectionism Cognitions Inventory) to assess the ruminant status of perfectionism, known as Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts (PAT). PAT are thoughts that provoke the demand of being perfect, pursuing their efforts to achieve this goal and associated to the worries of making any mistakes \[[@B11-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Although the fact of being measured as a state, different studies support the temporal stability of PAT \[[@B12-ijerph-17-03488],[@B13-ijerph-17-03488]\]. These ruminant thoughts are associated to depressive symptoms \[[@B14-ijerph-17-03488],[@B15-ijerph-17-03488],[@B16-ijerph-17-03488]\], psychological distress \[[@B17-ijerph-17-03488]\], pessimism \[[@B18-ijerph-17-03488]\], neuroticism, stress and negative affect \[[@B19-ijerph-17-03488]\], anger \[[@B20-ijerph-17-03488]\] and social anxiety \[[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\] among other psychopathologies.

In spite of the existence of several studies about perfectionism, in recent years less research has been conducted about PAT. Currently, there are significant gaps in the study of PAT profiles, as well as regarding the analyses of differences among these groups in variables of visual character. There are studies that prove that adaptive perfectionism is linked to creativity \[[@B22-ijerph-17-03488],[@B23-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Notwithstanding, there is lack of analysis regarding perfectionism, or more concretely PAT, and variables such the Spontaneous Use of Imagery (SUI), which is a construct with little research at the moment, especially in the educational sphere.

The SUI, for its part, is known as the ability of using visual mental imagery during their daily thoughts \[[@B24-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Its importance is based on the projection of future situations or past memories \[[@B25-ijerph-17-03488]\], which can alter the mood of people when these thoughts are linked to negative situations. In this sense, the intrusive mental imagery is associated with an increase of bipolar behaviors, social phobia \[[@B26-ijerph-17-03488]\], stress \[[@B26-ijerph-17-03488],[@B27-ijerph-17-03488]\] and social anxiety \[[@B28-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Similarly, the rumination of negative images generates agonizing behaviors in individuals with high levels of perfectionism \[[@B29-ijerph-17-03488]\], among others. However, the mental imagery, in positive terms, is also closely related to creativity \[[@B30-ijerph-17-03488]\], as well as to self-control, confidence, self-consciousness increase strategies and intrinsic motivation to improve the performance of performed tasks, imagining them before they occur \[[@B31-ijerph-17-03488],[@B32-ijerph-17-03488],[@B33-ijerph-17-03488],[@B34-ijerph-17-03488]\]. In fact, at the moment there are studies analyzing the impact on different treatments with positive images on reducing different psychopathologies such as bipolar disorder \[[@B35-ijerph-17-03488]\], social phobia \[[@B36-ijerph-17-03488]\] and distressing states \[[@B26-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of similar treatments to reduce perfectionism, and more concretely PAT. Consequently, before designing similar treatments to alleviate PAT, the first step that must be contemplated is the strengthening of the link between PAT and SUI, in this last case not only based on negative images. As a result, we find ourselves facing a pioneering work that provides new scientific insight for both variables.

The current study pretends: (a) according to the previous literature observing three groups of PAT in Spanish undergraduate students of early childhood and primary education degrees \[[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\]; and (b) analyzing the differences of SUI between the profiles of PAT.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-ijerph-17-03488}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec2dot1-ijerph-17-03488}
-----------------

The sample was formed by convenience sampling and it was composed of 647 undergraduates aged between 20 and 36 years old (*M*age = 21.2; *SD* = 5.11), from which 74.81% were female. Of the participants 13.45% affirmed that they were studying and working occasionally. All the participants were studying either the early childhood education degree or the primary education degree during the investigation.

Anonymity of the participants was respected and the undergraduate students that signed the informed consent were the only individuals participating in the study.

2.2. Measures {#sec2dot2-ijerph-17-03488}
-------------

**Perfectionism Cognitions Inventory (PCI)** \[[@B10-ijerph-17-03488]\]: the Spanish version of PCI \[[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\] is a self-report measure composed by 17 items and with a 5-point Likert-scale answer (1 = by no means; 5 = all the time), which assesses the PAT frequency from three factors. The first factor "Perfectionistic Efforts", with 7 items, assesses the thoughts based on a self-oriented sacrifice to achieve perfection (for example, "I can always do better, even if things are almost perfect"). The second factor "Perfectionistic Demands", with 4 items, assesses perfectionistic reflections and demands of self-improvement (for example, "I should be doing more"). The third factor "Perfectionistic Concerns", with 6 items, measures those annoying thoughts that differ from performing tasks and standards of performance marked by fear of negative evaluation which can lead to refusal (for example, "Why things cannot be perfect?"). The reliability levels in the study of the Spanish version were acceptable for the total of the scale (α = 0.88) as for the three factors (α = 0.86, 0.71 and 0.83) respectively.

**Spontaneous Use of Imagery Scale (SUIS)** \[[@B37-ijerph-17-03488],[@B38-ijerph-17-03488]\]: the Spanish version of SUIS is a self-report scale formed by 9 items and with 5-point Likert-scale answer (1 = quite inappropriate, 5 = entirely appropriate), which assesses the spontaneous use of mental images from three factors \[[@B39-ijerph-17-03488]\]. The first factor "Visual-Spatial Capacity", with 3 items, measures the visual-spatial capacity or intelligence (for example, "When I think in visiting a relative, I almost-always have a mental image of them"). The second factor "Construction of Mental Images by Association", with 3 items, associates suspected images (for example, "If I see a car which is partially covered behind some bushes, I automatically imagine the car and I visualize it as a whole in my mind"). The third factor "Use of Predictive Images by Experience", with 3 items, assesses the production of future images due to previously lived experiences (for example, "When I go to dress, I firstly imagine myself with different clothes combinations"). The levels of reliability in the Spanish version were acceptable for the total of the scale (α = 0.75), as well as for their three factors (α = 0.71, 0.72 and 0.73) respectively.

2.3. Procedure {#sec2dot3-ijerph-17-03488}
--------------

After informing the teachers of the interviewed students about the objective of the study, the collaboration of the participants was requested, highlighting the purpose, voluntariness and anonymity. The participants' informed consent followed the Declaration of Helsinki.

For administering the questionnaires (PCI and SUIS), a time of approximately 30 min was estimated. Tests were fulfilled by each of the participants during a collective session inside their reference classroom.

2.4. Data Analysis {#sec2dot4-ijerph-17-03488}
------------------

Firstly, a cluster analysis was performed with the non-hierarchical method known as quick cluster analysis. This method was used to establish different profiles of PAT in a sample made by future teachers \[[@B40-ijerph-17-03488]\].

Subsequently, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, with a Bonferroni test for multiple post-hoc comparisons, with the aim of determining the existence of statistically significant differences in SUI scores among the profiles of PAT found. The interpretation of these differences was performed following Cohen's criteria \[[@B39-ijerph-17-03488]\]: \>0.80 = large effect size, between 0.50 and 0.79 = medium effect size and between 0.20 and 0.49 = small effect size.

The statistics program SPSS.24 was used for obtaining the results.

3. Results {#sec3-ijerph-17-03488}
==========

3.1. Identification of PAT Groups {#sec3dot1-ijerph-17-03488}
---------------------------------

The cluster analysis revealed three PAT profiles (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-03488-f001){ref-type="fig"}). A first group with 252 undergraduates (38.95%) and moderate scores in the PCI dimensions. Consequently, this profile was named as Moderate Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts (MPAT). Another found profile with 131 participants (20.25%) showed low scores in all the PAT factors. As a consequence, this profile was named as the Low Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts (LPAT). The last group was formed by 264 future teachers (40.80%) and revealed high PAT in the three dimensions of PCI. As a result, this profile was named as the High Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts (HPAT).

3.2. Intergroup Differences {#sec3dot2-ijerph-17-03488}
---------------------------

The ANOVA results show the existence of statistically significant differences in the three profiles of PAT in all the SUIS variables. The HPAT profile obtained the highest scores in all the factors and in the total score of the SUIS. Similarly, the MPAT scored higher than LPAT in all the SUIS dimensions (see [Table 1](#ijerph-17-03488-t001){ref-type="table"}).

Regarding the post-hoc comparisons (Bonferroni test) between PAT groups and SUIS scores, the results show differences of a moderate magnitude (see [Table 2](#ijerph-17-03488-t002){ref-type="table"}) between the HPAT and LPAT groups in visual-spatial capacity, as well as for the total score of the scale, being this last difference of higher magnitude (*p* = \<0.001, *d* = 0.59). Moreover, differences of low magnitude are observed between the MPAT and LPAT groups in all the factors and in the total score of the SUIS, with the exception of use of predictive images for experience, as well as between the groups LPAT and HPAT in the construction of mental images by association and use of predictive images for experience. There were no statistically significant differences between the MPAT and HPAT groups.

4. Discussion {#sec4-ijerph-17-03488}
=============

The current study proposed two objectives: on the one hand, finding different groups of PAT in future teachers aged between 20 and 36 years old and on the other hand, observing the existence of differences in the scores of SUIS between these groups \[[@B38-ijerph-17-03488]\].

For the first proposed objective, the observed findings revealed three groups of diverse intensity, composed by low, moderate and high PAT. The MPAT and HPAT were profiles formed by the most part of future teachers, consistent with a previous study that reached similar data \[[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\]. Consequently, it is important to broaden the research in this sense, with the aim of defining specific characteristics of teachers. Additionally, it was observed that perfectionistic demands play a distinct role with regard to perfectionistic concerns and perfectionistic efforts, especially in the MPAT profile. This finding can be explained by the fact that future teachers reflect with PAT to improve their tasks, not linking these reflections to an excessive sacrifice or not presenting strong discomfort while performing tasks \[[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\].

With regard to the second objective, there is a lack of studies that examine the PAT and SUI, as well as perfectionism as a more general trait and SUI. However, it has been proved that higher levels of perfectionism are linked to intrusive mental images more distressing and ruminant \[[@B29-ijerph-17-03488]\]. In this sense, it is being investigated that these images influence behavior and the prediction of different levels of psychopathology. Moreover, the studies in which the negativity of these images is transformed by others of positive character are extended, as part of cognitive behavioral treatments that reduce negative thoughts \[[@B26-ijerph-17-03488],[@B34-ijerph-17-03488],[@B35-ijerph-17-03488]\]. However, this type of treatment has not been proven for PAT. Hence there is an importance of testing SUI scores in the population with HPAT and MPAT.

It is important to highlight moderate differences between MPAT and LPAT groups with regard to the visual-spatial capacity, as well as for the total score of SUIS. Moreover, although presenting sizes of low magnitude, differences have been observed between the LPAT group and the HPAT group with regard to construction of mental images by association and use of predictive images for experience. Their link could be indicating that individuals with MPAT and HPAT self-regulate. In other words, the assay of mentally imagining an activity before being performed provides a better performance due to the increase of self-dominance, confidence, self-consciousness and intrinsic motivation \[[@B31-ijerph-17-03488],[@B32-ijerph-17-03488],[@B33-ijerph-17-03488],[@B34-ijerph-17-03488]\]. High self-efficacy can trigger higher productivity \[[@B33-ijerph-17-03488]\], and individuals with PAT need it to relieve tension. Hence, imagining, before its implementation, different friendship relations or diverse prospective tasks (topics that are evaluated by the SUIS) could give clues about the fact that subjects with MPAT and HPAT present higher SUI as a mental training for improving self-efficacy and reducing tension.

5. Limitations and Future Research {#sec5-ijerph-17-03488}
==================================

It is important to highlight that there were several limitations in the study that must be attended in future works. On one side, the sample was exclusively composed of future teachers, so the results could not be generalized to other undergraduates or the Spanish adult sample. Consequently, future studies should broaden the sample to other adult groups, in order to observe whether the results are characteristic of the teaching staff or can be extended to the whole adult sample. Moreover, considering the novelty of the current work, it is important to examine the obtained results in different age range, cultural and clinical samples, as well as observing differences among sexes.

6. Conclusions {#sec6-ijerph-17-03488}
==============

To conclude, this study provided a new scientific knowledge, presenting the analyses of different groups of PAT and their differences in SUI scores. The results empirically support a better comprehension of PAT in future teachers, as well as present specific characteristics of this collective that extend the investigation in the fields of education and psychology.

That is to say the results found show diverse educational implications. On the one hand, it is suggested the design of specific treatments that convert PAT, and their possible use of intrusive mental images unrealistic and fanciful, into positive images that develop well-being and reduce psychopathological comorbidities. On the other hand, the fact of discovering among students to be teachers the use of strategies of mental imagery to improve their performance can carry with them a minor use of PAT, improving as well the relation with their students, tolerance and the excessive demand towards them. In this sense, the knowledge about strategies of mental imagery in teachers can lead to the instruction of them between students, which could improve their academic results.

These implications are the primary measures for, subsequently, investigating the design of preventive and reduction treatments for PAT, as well as their maladaptive characteristics \[[@B15-ijerph-17-03488],[@B16-ijerph-17-03488],[@B17-ijerph-17-03488],[@B18-ijerph-17-03488],[@B19-ijerph-17-03488],[@B20-ijerph-17-03488],[@B21-ijerph-17-03488]\].
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ijerph-17-03488-t001_Table 1

###### 

Differences between PAT profiles and visual mental imagery dimension.

  Dimensions   MPAT    LPAT   HPAT    Statistical Significance                                    
  ------------ ------- ------ ------- -------------------------- ------- ------ ------- --------- ------
  VSC          11.64   2.43   10.38   2.80                       11.74   2.52   16.39   \<0.001   0.04
  CMIA         11.03   2.30   10.40   2.25                       11.35   2.21   9.20    \<0.001   0.02
  UPIE         9.80    2.40   9.32    2.35                       10.17   2.45   6.69    0.001     0.02
  SUISTotal    32.48   5.16   30.11   5.47                       33.27   5.34   18.67   \<0.001   0.05

Note: MPAT = Moderate Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts; LPAT = Low Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts; HPAT = High Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts. VSC = Visual-Spatial Capacity; CMIA = Construction of Mental Images by Association; UPIE = Use of Predictive Images for Experience; SUISTotal = Total score of the Spontaneous Use of Imagery Scale.

ijerph-17-03488-t002_Table 2

###### 

Cohen's d for post-hoc contrast between PAT profiles and dimensions of visual mental imagery.

  Dimensions         MPAT and LPAT   MPAT and HPAT   LPAT and HPAT
  ------------ ----- --------------- --------------- ---------------
  VSC          *p*   \<0.001         n.s.            \<0.001
               *d*   0.49            \-              0.52
  CMIA         *p*   0.02            n.s.            \<0.001
               *d*   0.28            \-              0.43
  UPIE         *p*   n.s.            n.s.            0.002
               *d*   \-              \-              0.35
  SUISTotal    *p*   \<0.001         n.s.            \<0.001
               *d*   0.45            \-              0.59

Note: MPAT = Moderate Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts; LPAT = Low Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts; HPAT = High Perfectionistic Automatic Thoughts. VSC = Visual-Spatial Capacity; CMIA = Construction of Mental Images by Association; UPIE = Use of Predictive Images for Experience; SUISTotal = Total score of the Spontaneous Use of Imagery Scale.
